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SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA TUESDAY

SJS Seeks
pew! La Boheme’ Performance Engineering
pens SJS Art Festival Thursday Instructors
performThe Opera Workshop’s
ed Puccini’s "La Boheme" will
Winter
the opening event of the
;tics’ of Arts, which begins
ursdaY.
Boheme" will be presented
College Theater at 8:15 p.m.
snd Ssturday with a sec-) March 2-5.
.secial presentation of the
opera sung in English will

be given Thursday night at San
Jose State’s "Salute to Industry."
Members of the Fine Arts area
faculty and staff and representatives of Santa Clara county industries will attend the special performance.
DEDICATION
Dedication of the Art building
at 3 pm. Sunday in Concert hall
will be a major event of the Festival of Arts. Dr. John Maxon, director of the Chicago Art institute, will be the dedication
speaker.
The Art gallery, located on the
first floor of the building, will be
formally opened following the dedDr. 0. I lobai I Nit,WITT, research
ication. On exhibition in the art
psycholexperimental
of
ofessor
at the University of Illinois,
II be the featured speaker at
sixth -annual Wesley foundastudent-faculty banquet Sun Feb. 28, at 5:30 p.m, at the
at Methodist church, Fifth and
nta Clara streets.
Dr. Mowrer will speak on "Sin
Psychotherapy." He will also
Religion in Life week continues
alt on SJS campus Monday,
h. 29, in the college lecture today with the second of four symposiums being held in rooms A and
es.
Tickets may be purchased In B of the Spartan cafeteria. "Basic
vance today up to 5 p.m. at Issues in World Tensiqn" will be
her the Wesley foundation, 205 discussed this afternoon at 2:30.
The two remaining symposiums
Santa Clara, or at the Student
Tali s business office. The itiist of will be held tomorrow and Thursday in the same place. "Basic Isbanquet is $1.25.

rof Will Address
esleyans Sunday

gallery will be the work of 35 of
the foremost art instructors in colleges and universities in the West.
The Art building will be open for
tours following the dedication Sunday. The art studios will show
student work in the different areas
of art.
Speech and Drama department
students will present staged readings from American literature in
"Dear Land" at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 29
and March 1 in Studio Theater.
The Art department will hold
open house Thursday, March 3,
with demonstrations of art equipment by students and faculty. The
art studios will be open from 1:30
to 4 p.m. and 7 to,,9 p.m.

Talks on Basic Issues
Continue Religion Week
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Poll Shows Seniors Want
esumption of Activities
The sera,’ los will resume the
iscontinued activities of senior
icnic, banquet, ball and baccalauate-provided enough seniors are
alias to work toward this end.
A poll taken by the senior class
sing spring semester registraii
500 seniors, indicated
e class would be interested in
e resumption of these activities.
hundred thirty-six seniors
tamed their ballots, according to
nior Pres. Bob Eastman.
The poll was composed of five
Jestions including one on marital
at!Is of wni,.vs.

oday’s Broadcast
KoED, campus radio station,

I broadcast to the College Can and 511117 froni 12:30 to 1:30
Is. today.
12:30-1:00KOED classical hour
Ken Fisher,
14:05spartan Sports Parade.
1:05.1:25One O’clock Jump
on Bald.
1:25.1:30--S1ot summary of AP
re news.

The senior ball received the most
support, accumulating a 43 per
cent yes vote. Eastman emphasized
that anyone may attend as long as
they are registered students. Some
married students felt they were excluded, Eastman said, but added
that this was not true.
Least response on the pro side
came on the picnic and banquet
question. Twenty-nine per oent of
those polled indicated an interest
in these activities. Baccalaureate
received a nod of 39 per cent.
MORE MARRIED SENIOR MEN
On the question of married seniors, the poll revealed 25 per cent
of the men and 16 per cent of the
women were married.
"In fact," the 21 -year-old business major said, "the response was
definitely tending toward the male
side of the ledger.
"11 oweve r," he commented,
"about out -third of the answers did
not indicate sex, but the percentages followed the general trend
very closely."
One hundred -eighty men, 87 women, in addition to the 89 "no sex
responses" made up the total

sues in Civil Rights" will be discussed tomorrow at 2:30, and "Basic Issues in the Relationship of
Church and State" will be the
topic at 1:30 p.m. on Thursday.
KEY FIGURES
Key figures in the symposiums
include leaders from several different religious traditions. Following each formal presentation there
will be opportunity for questions
and discussions.
-The bi-annual Religion in Life
week observance will also include
a banquet tomorrow night at 5:30
in the cafeteria. Ronda Richardson, president of the College Religious council, expressed hope that
all denominations might be represented. Two films"Short Vision"
and "The Church in a Nuclear
Agewill be shown.
PIKE TO SPEAK
Other events in the Religious
Emphasis week include lectures by
the Rt. Rev. James A. Pike, Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of
northern California, scheduled for
March 1, and house discussions
throughout the week at the campus living centers on current topics.

Exchange Student
Rep Here Tomorrow
Suzanne E. Troxell, field representative for the Institute of International Education, will be in
Adm201 tomorrow from 2:30 to 4
p.m. to answer any questions faculty or students may have regarding exchange student programs.
The function of the institute Is
to act as a liaison betvven governments and the educational institte
tions of the world

JS Voice Professor
ings to Wife in Class
-

Ry TR 11.1 IA )1)l-’HEY
Teaching a class when your
lii is a
student usually is a sit’inn most teachers
don’t relish
much. But when it’s your wife,
s situati.m is
likely to be even
re of a problem.
Ldwin C. Dunning, assistant
,lessor of music and newly aP’Med head of the SJS Opera
rkshop, has this problem. Polly
-ling is enrolled here, taking
s’e from . . .her husband.
SINGS IN ’BUTTERFLY’
Ile met her
while singing the
e of the American
Consul
’’irPless in Puccini’s "Madame
’leTilS" in Tokyo. She was singthe role of Kate Pinkerton in
^ same production.
filsnisiz is no, bilaily
engaged
,,haping the
forthcoming work ’D Production of Puccini’s "La
i,eine" for the
Winter Art Fesbeginning Feb. 26 in the Col(’ theater.

vaillpelS to

Spartacamp will be held today in
the cafeteria from 9:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. The fee is $10. Spartacamp
will be held at Asilomar on March
10-20

Not to lose touch with the tender opera, the maestro will perform in the San Francisco Cosmopolitan Opera production of "La
Boheme," March 22 at the Opera
House in San Francisco. He
will sing the role of Schaunard, a
musician and great friend of the
ill-starred Rodolfo.
He will also appear in the company’s performances of Gouttoud’s
"Faust," Mozart’s "Don Giovanni"
and ’’TIlrandot," Puccini’s last
opera, with famed soprano Birgit
Nilsson.
Dunning is certainly no stranger
to the operatic field, having sung
85 different roles since his debut
in 1938, at the Hollywood Bowl
production of Flotow’s "Martha."
WELL TRAVELED
The bearded basso - baritone
boasts of having sting in 43 states,
Cuba, Canada and Central America, in addition to the estimated
50,000 miles he traveled during
’World War II with the USO, en-

tert;,.ning troops In the South
Pacific, Asia and North Africa.
His background includes work
with the Chicago, New Orleans,
Pittsburgh, Detroit and Connecticut opera companies, and he spent
eight seasons with the famous
New York City Center Opera.
SAN JOSE DEBUT
The professor made his debut
in San Jose with the symphony,
singing excerpts from Boris Godounoff, a role he hopes someday
to do on stage. This is one of his
favorite roles, along with Rigoletto
and Don Giovanni. However, Don
Giovanni rates as his top choice.
"I am a ham." he candidly admitted, "so I much prefer the dramatic or character role to the
romantic role."
In addition to his vocal prowess,
the professor is a great "do it
yourself" fan. He constructed the
scenery for the Workshop’s last
production, "The Marriage of
Figaro."

The SJS Division of Engineering may have to continue canceling engineering classes next year
as it was compelled to do this
year’ if the college is unable to
fill positions with the necessary
instructors, Norman 0. Gunderson,
head of the Engineering departmeot, said yesterday.
Major factor in the lack of instructors is sarary, Mr. Gunderson said. Where industry can offer
$525 a month for new, inexperienced B.S. graduates, San Jose
State is able to pay $436.
OTHERS ATTRACT
Present instructors are also attracted to other colleges, such as
Stanford, where salaries are proportionately higher, he said.
Out of 43 teachers who resigned
from SJS last year because of salary differences and other factors.
eleven were from the Engineering
department, Mr. Gunderson remarked.
This necessitated the hiring of
part-time professors from industry. Presently the department has
23 such instructors, who, though
qualified and welcome, cannot perform Ole extra roles of advisers
and committeemen required of
regular instructors, he said.
ADVERTISING INEFFECTIVE
Attempts to recruit engineering
instructors through national advertising in trade journals and professional magazines usually have
been ineffective, he said.
This is particularly true for two
courses in the department. Metallurgy 25, which deals with materials and processes, and Mechanical Engineering 11. "We were completely unable to find qualified instructors for either of these
courses," he added.
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Lyke Seeks Doll
Todav, until 2 p.m., I, the last
chance to enter the Lyke Doll and
Lyke Lovely contest, announced
Bon Miller, editor of the San Jose
State feature magazine, f.yke.
All contestants for the campus
beauty contest are asked to come
to the Lyke office, .14, between
1 and 2 p.m. today to have their
pictures taken.
Stories and cartoons will be
accepted until March 3. Stories
may be turned in at the office and
must be typed double spaced. Cartoons must be in pencil rough form
and in batches of obi or more.

Coed’s Yell
Foils Attack
By Intruder

NO. 77

Private Funds
ey to Union
Last Thursday’s "emphatic tle-1
filar of funds for a proposed state
financed College Union brought a
quick decision last week from SJS
Pres. John T. Wahlguist to seek
funds from a private source.
State Director of Finance John
E. Carr had informed the SJS
president that no funds wer available to any state college for college activities buildings.
President Wahlquist will appoint
a committee to consider building
the union with funds collected
from private sources.

house the offices of student government, faculty clubs, and student meetings.
ESTIMATE REVISED
This building was originally intended to be used for five or six
years. It appears now that estimate will have to be revised. However, this building will eventually
have to give way for continued
college expansions It is on land
that will house another building
soon.

Profs Ticket
MayDetermine
Fate of Fees

ORIGINAL APPROPRIATION
Originally, the state legislature
had appropriated $650,000 to San
Jose State for the College Union
because the college had received
no money for dormitories and beA 20-,vear-i.lil coed nal ruwly es- cause the old union was to be
caped criminal assault Saturday torn down for the new library
addition.
when her screams frightened a
Outcome of a parking ticket test
However, the state recently purwould-be attacker from her E. San chased land and appropriated funds case which could aftect STS and
Fernando St. boarding house, ac- for the construction of two 500- all other state colleges is pending
student dormitories to be ready for in Arcata.
cording to San Jose police.
Professor James Householder
The woman told officers she use in the fall semester of 1960.
was ticketed fur parking on the
FUNDS
REFUSED
awoke about 2 a.m, to see a man
The State Depaitment of Fi- Humboldt State college campus
standing over her. She felt a hand
nance then refused the student ac- without a permit.
Professor Householder, backed
over her mouth and a voice telling tivities building funds because "it
her to "Shut up or I’ll kill you."
would lead to similar demands by the Association of California
college instructors, said he
When the intruder was distract- from the other 13 state colleges.’state
will appeal to higher courts if
set
aside
originally
The
$650,000
ed by a noise, she jerked his hand
for the construction will revert to found guilty in the lower court.
from her mouth and began to
If Professor Householder wins
the state on June 3 0.
scream, she reported. Her screams
To replace the old College Union, his case, presumably fees for cam awakened the landlady who told the college purchased an apart- pus parking will be dropped on all
police she saw the man flee down ment house at 315 S. Ninth St. and state college campuses.
the stairs and into a parked car, remodeled the 10 -unit building to’ Parking spaces on this campus
are reserved for faculty and ad’ The landlady was certain sh,
ministrative personnel and cost $13
could identify the man if she sass
per semester. This $13 fee is dehim again. According to her ti,.
signed to help finance the 2000
was about 25, 6 -feet tall and
space parking garage now being
weighed about 180 pounds.
planned here.
If the fees are abolished this inI
come would not be forthcoming,
and completion of the proposed golf you see a flying saucer one rage could be delayed if another
of these nights, don’t shoot; it’s source of finance were n51 immeone of ours.
diatelv avnilahle.
To be more exact, it belongs to
"J.B.," Archibald MacLeish’s anti -religious," Dr. Gordon said.
the Air Force and is working fos
play based on the Biblical story of
He included that the play de- the Philco Western Development
Job, will be reviewed by Dr. Rob- picts God and Satan as "a couple
laboratory.
ert C. Gordon, assistant professor of circus vendors under the big
The strange-looking, flashins
of English, at tomorrow’s 12:30 top."
gimmick is actually just an airp.m. book talk in rooms A and B
"Both Job and ’JR.’ assume a plane equipped with 10.000 watt
of the cafeteria.
critical attitude toward a religious strobe lights. It is being used u.
The award-winning play initially I orthodoxy." said Or, Gordon, and test satelite tracking equipment
was written as an experimental added that "paradoxically, it may Phileo said.
Saints, sinners an,1 skeptics"
college production, but later was be true that the Biblical story is
The tests will take several clear %%ill gather twice a week, starting
re- ultimately more subversive of nights, and the aircraft will fly today, for a new lecture series on
carried to Broadway,
ceived world-wide acclaim.
contemporary Christian faith, acorthodox piety than the play."
i mostly over the peninsula.
Dr. Gordon commented that
cording to the Rev. Don Emmet,
story has given it a contemporary
Presbyterian campus adviser.
flavor with great cleverness.
The two lecture sections will
"The author cooperates with the
meet at the Christian center, Fifth
original story’s spirit of skepticism
and San Fernando streets, every
in order to produce a document
BEN-HUR" LEADS OSCAR RUNNERS
Tuesday from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Maclish’s treatment to the Biblical
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I ---"Ben-liur." the most expensie ntotion and every Wednesday from 3:30 to
that is essentially humanistic and picture ever made, won 12 nominations yesterday in the 32nd annual 4:30 p.m.
Academy of Motion Picture‘Arts and Sciences Oscar race. Other picThe lecture series, led by Mr.
tures nominated for an Oscar were "Anatomy of a Murder," "The Emrnel and the Rev. James Barge,
Diary of Anne Frank,- "The Nun’s Story" and "Room at the Top."
Congregational and Disciples ad’Ben-Hur" star Charlton Heston was nominated for best actor viser, will encompass questions reof 1959, along with Laurence Harvey (Boom at the Top). Jack LeM- garding the identities of man and
man (Some Like It Dot), Paul Muni (The Last Angry Man) and deity, the nature of both, the diJames Stewart (Anatomy of a Murder).
lemma of human actions and variBest actress nominees were: Doris Day (Pillow Talk), Audrey ous controversies of current imRobert N. GrtItith. SJS sopho- Hepburn ’The Nun’s Story 1, Simone Signoret (Room at the Top(.
This week’s lecportance.
more, is recuperating today after and Elizabeth Taylor and Katharine Hepburn (Suddenly Last Summer I.
tures will deal with "The Dilemma
taking some 30 birdshot pellets
of Christianity in a Dying ChrisC.C. MAN HEADS CHICAGO P.D.
in the back last Friday, according
CHICAGO (UPHOrlando W. Wilson, dean of the Criminology tendom." They will deal with such
to the victim.
Department of the University of Californht, was appointed yesterday points as "Who Am 17" the "Cult
He and his roommate, Roger
to the $22.500-a-year job of bossing Chicago’s scandal -scarred police of Absurdity," and Bonhoffer’s
Heathcote, Griffith related, went
ideas that "God Is Dead."
department and cleaning it up.
to see their former landlord, 21 Wilson’s selection was a stunning surprise, since he had been chairyear-old Dyer Powell, about the
man of the blue-ribbon, five-man panel appointed by Mayor Richard J.
return of a cleaning deposit they
Daley to select a new commissioner of the 10,000 man force.
claimed they had coming.
POST OFFICE BUDGET CUTS HIT
Powell, he said, refused to reWASHINGTON ( UPI1 -Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerturn the money, insisting their
apartment’s bathtub had to be field accused the House appropriations committee yesterday of inflicting "meat ax" cuts on his budget aihich would compel him to curtail
cleaned.
3 blind mice, 3
As the students turned to leave, the nation’s postal service. Summerfield said in a blunt statement that
blind mice. See
Griffith allegedly pushed his fist If the 82 million dollar slash is not restored, "we would of course have
how they run. And
through a plate glass window in to curtail postal services drastically, reduce our entire modernization
look at their tiny
front Of the apartment house at effort and deprive many communities of greatly -needed postal fafeet! They’re all
cilities."
659 S. Ninth at.
wearing Spaulding
The cut in the Post Office department’s budget for the 1961 fiscal
According to Griffith, Powell
Dirty Bucks!
grabbed a .22 calibre pistol loaded year beginning July 1 was the largest in department history. It was
That’s why they
with birdshot and fired at him. ordered by the powerful House committee last Friday.
can run. You
SENATE PUSHES RIGHTS BILL
about 15 to 20 feet away. The
can too, if you
WASHINGTON (UPD The Senate pushed ahead with its civil
charge struck him in the back,
have a pair.
rights debate yesterday as prospects dimmed for fast house action on
the sophomore said.
Get them at R/A
Griffith claims he had about six Its own Negro voting bill. Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon B. Johnfor only 14.95.
pellets removed Friday and said son (Tex. t. who has been reported considering setting aside the Senate
he is still carrying about a dozen debate until the House bill was passed, said he has no present plans u,
sidt rack the issue.
more.
ROOS ATKINS
"Our decision now is to pass a civil rights bill," Johnson told news
Powell was booked into City jail
and charged with assault with a men as the Senate prepared for another day of droning debate on Hui
First at Santa Clara
subject.
deadly weapon.

Dr. Gordon Reviews LB.
In Tomorrow s Book Talk

Don’t Shoot Those
Flying Saucers;
They’re Our Own

Contemporary Faith
Theme of Christian
Lecture Series

world wire

Landlord Fills
Sophomore’s Back
With Birdshot

2-SPARTAN DAILY
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nade, Comment
Neo-Nazism Expires
As Base Crumbles
The Ku Klux Klan lying relatively low during the past 12
months, poked its pointed head into the newspapers again yesterday with action in its European branch.
Vienna, Austria, politzei rounded up a group of hoods, sans
traditional ghostly garb, and booked them neo-nazi.
Under the inspiring name of "National Youth." three of
the members were caught with pamphlets entitled "White
Brotherhood."
This new scare which undoubtedly again will stir up
the world of social persecutees. can, however, be regarded as
an incident not nearly as threatening as sonic newsmen will
make it look.
Heidi Suesemeyer, the first woman arrested in Austria for
alleged anti-semitic acts since the war, was a "fanatic" for her
avocation. She really enjoyed it.
But a thorough reporter questioned Heidi’s friends yesterday. and discovered she turned fanatic against semitism and
toward white supremacy only after the botioni fell from an
intimate friendship between her and a Negro student.
Such a foundation for strong feelings is pretty ty pica! smi
United Press International deserves commendation for pointing up Heidi’s reason for enthusiasm.
Heidi’s reason probably isn’t far in percentage of validity
from the reasons many American fun-lovers took up the swastika cry. There is no question but that neo-nazi operations in
this country had nothing to do with the reecnt surge of crooked
signs. A New York congregation of rabbis told New York Times
reporters they were quite convinced of the harmlessness of the
paintings.
Now, if people. at least in countries outside Europe, can he
convinced that Heidi’s case is not at all unusual, and that often
reasons are even more baseless than hers, the neo-nazi cry should
quietly expire.

Winners Named
For Brotherhood Gerald Nachman,
In Communications BOY REPORTER

WwWHWRwrmyyms,,iimowiminWwWwYM.M.-(m.welew.imonwnWw.WWw

NEW YbRK t UPI t -Awards
for "outstanding contributions to
the cause of brotherhood" for
1959 were presented in the mass
communications field at a recent Brotherhood Week luncheon.
The winners and their categories were:
Books. fiction --"The Devil’s
Advocate,’’ by Morris L. West.

Books, non -fiction-"The Racial Problem in Christian Perspective," by Kyle Haselden.
Magazine articles-Look magazine for its series, "The Story
of Religions in America" and
other articles; Redbook magazine for the article "Who Chooses the People You Know?" by
William Peters.
Motion pictures--"The Diary
of Anne Frank," produced by
20th Century Fox, and "The Last
Angry Man" produced by Columbia Pictures.
Television programs - The
American Broadcast Co. for
"The Splendid American:" the
National Broadcasting Co. for
"For White Christians Only:"
The Columbia Broadcasting System for "35 Rue De Marche" produced by the Armstrong Circle
Theater and "The Lost Class of
’59" produced by Edward R.
Murrow and Fred W. Friendly.

Thrust and Parry
G. B. Shaw vs. Lewis
On Teachers’ Value
except iiin 1,,
1:13111slit: 1
the "pearl of wisdom" that was
printed in last Wednesday’s edition of the Daily. It stated:
"He who can, does; he who
cannot teaches."
-G. B. Shaw
Could you state the purpose of
printing this statement? Certainly you are not so gullible to
believe G. B. Shaw said it, it is
true. Or am I being too kind?
Perhaps I may suggest a constructive alternate:
A boy is very credulous of
-Sinclair Lewis
life.
The above is mildly stated compared to my feelings on this
subject. The editor should be rereminded of the history of this
college and of one of its main
purposes: to teach teache-s to
teach:
RON KNAUS
Aps 11053

You don’t learn to hold
your own in the world by
standing on guard, but by attacking and getting well hammered yourself.
-George Bernard Shaw

1V.
COUNT*
SARAII

Re Shaw: Teachers
Need More Prestige
EDITOR: I desagree with the
choice of quotes the paper is
using. The last one that bothered
me was by Shaw: "He who can,
does; he who cannot, teaches."
Last year, those students studying to be teachers scored 135
or above on intelligence tests.
In other words, they are the
cream of the college milk bottle.
Contrary to what many think,
people go into teaching not because they are incompetent and
somewhat lethargic in the head
but rather because they are brilliant and wish to serve their fellow man.
Teachers deserve more money
and better working conditions
and they also need more prestige.
Remember, when you look
around and see a country such
as ours, so filled with well-educated and intelligent acting individuals, it is the result of the
work of teachers throughout this
great land of ours.
JOHN C. DUGAN
ASH 8584

No Sympathy
For Chessman
EDITOR: I don’t understand
why anyone would be sympathetic toward Chessman. He has
been in prison for a long time,
but then obviously he thrives on
his notoriety there. When you
consider that his victim will
spend the rest of her life in a

Spa tan 9adq
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This is Sarah Vaughan,

launched by the Basie Band and singing what comes naturally! Soaring C -ward, octave
hopping, wailing like a horn.
Listen -to her ad-lib styling*
of "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes";
"Stardust"; "No ’Count
Blues"; Six others.
Tee New Sound of Leisure+
best
Interpreted
on
C144
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hospital, whatever punishment
Chessman will get, could not be
too severe.
MARY ANN MILLER
ASH A10433

Does Not Advise
Young Democrats
to InEDITOR: The, letter
form you of a minor error in
the story concerning the Young
Democrats which appeared on
the first page of the Spartan
Daily Tuesday, Feb. 16.
I am not the adviser of the
Young Democrat club, although
I know some of the students in
it and am interested in the organization. The very competent
adviser is, instead, Dr. Leon F.
Lee, associate professor of business.
FREDERIC A. WEED
Associate Professor of
Political Science

This nose for news
THE PAPERS carried a story last week concerning a certain young man of 19 who had taken
It upon himself to pour lighter fluid over a camel’s
back, and was getting ready to strike a match to the poor beast’s
hump when he was apprehended.
I think the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco corp. is missing a good bet
. here to cash in on some free advertising.
They can now boast, in full -page ads in all the national magazines that "More Fire-Bugs Smoke Camels Than Any Other Animal."
I ALSO noticed a story where Nikita Khrushchev has politely
hinted to some of his comrades that he wouldn’t mind at all having
the Nobel Peace Prize this year to set on his fireplace.
It would be a mistake on the part of the Nobel Prize committee
to give the 1960 award to Mr. Khrushchev.
Not that he doesn’t deserve something for his efforts, but it
would be unfair to hand out a Nobel,,Peace Prize to him when Mussolini, Stalin and Hitler were all slighted.
TIME, the weekly metaphor magazine, said that a lot of Hollywood stars were acknowledging celestial bodies other than their own,
and were going in heavy for astrology.
One astrologer, on meeting Marilyn Monroe, tried for the big
impression, and said: "I know you’re a Gemini. Did you know you
were born under the same sign as Rosalind Kassel!, Judy Garland
and Rosemary Ciooney?"
Time said Marilyn said-trying for the big impression-"I know
nothing about those people. I was born under the same sign as Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Queen Victoria and Walt Whitman."
The article did not Include What mesdames Russell, Garland or
(looney had to say about being born tinder the same sign as Miss
Monroe.
I suppose both Emerson and Whitman would be secure in the
knowledge that they were fated right along with Marilyn.)
WELL, I guess most of us are a little unhappy to see the Finch
murder trial wind itself up, but all good things must come to an end.
I wonder who are the sadist to see it all end-the newspaper
editors or their readers?
I DON’T suppose many of us would want to be the governor of
California today, would we? Brown, the papers tell me, went off on
a junket to Reno over the weekend for campaign reasons.
He has a right to a little vacation, I think, what with all those
thoughts of November elections on his mind right now.

Club Readings Thursday
The "Players." the honorary
drama club, will present the

Parking Woes
SJS is not the only school with
parking problems.
Students at Los Angeles Valley college who continue to park
in the faculty parking lot have
been threatened with suspension
from school.
Two warnings are given by
the administration before a suspension notice appears on the
car.

reading of an original play,
"Lost Homecoming." by Dorothy
Perrone, at 3:30 p.m. Thursday
in the Studio Theater, SD103.
Every Thursday following
March 17 there will be presentations of work in showcase
form from the oral reading, radio and television, and directing classes.
The entire college is invited
to watch the productions, according to Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, coorindator of the "studio
hour" presentations.
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Spartan Daily Editorial Page
Cast Chosen for ’Right You Are’
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, director of "Right You Are" by
Luigi Pirandello, has announced
Bruce Lovelady, Phyllis Parmenter and Danny Zanvettor for
lead roles in the comedy, to be
presented March 25, 26 and 29
through April 2.

Formal Opening
Of Art Gallery
Set for Sunday
The "Artist and Teacher" exhibition will mark the former
opening of the art gallery at 4
p.m. Sunday following the dedication of the art building.
The exhibit of paintings, drawings and prints by 35 of the
foremost art instructors from
California, Oregon, Washington
and Utah will continue through
the Winter Festival of Arts and
will close March 30.
The art gallery, located on the
first floor of the art building,
will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 1:15 to 5 p.m. on the Sundays of March 6, 13, 20 and 27.
"The exhibit should give a
clear indication of the type of
art work the art instructors are
doing now," Warren Faus, director of the gallery, said

Other members of the
Carole Warren, Drusillaeast are
Richard Roasornme, Lelia Green,
Walk.
er, Elaine Bartolone,
Alton Blair,
George Yanok, Sara
Cori,
Hughes, Ronald Magruism Don
and
Carolyn Reed.
"Right You Are" is
clas.sed
a satirical comedy, and
play of
"ideas," the main one
being that
"truth depends on the
belief of
the believer rather than
on ex.
ternal factors."

DICK CLARK’S
WEIRD WORLD

He can’t act. lie ha, no val.
ble talent as a performer
Although he’s the idol of mil:
lions of teen-agnes, he has
nothing in common with
them. He’s been accused of
reducing the quality of pops.
lar music to the level of comic
books. Most of his proteges
can’t carry a tune. Many of
the teen-agers on his pi,
grams look like adolescent
hoodlums .,.and act the same
way. This is thest range world
of Dick Clark, almost impossible to believe, described
with amazing frankness.
In the March is.tie

edbook

The AllegissIne for Young Molt.
Now on utile at a.,

(Author of "I Wean nen-age Dwarf","The 31
Loves of Dobie Gillis", rte.)

THREE WHO PASSED IN THE NIGHT
Last year, as everyone knows, 1,210,614 undergraduates dropped
out of college. 256,080 flunked; 309,656 got married: 375,621
ran out of money; and 309,254 found jobs, AR yriii hays, of
course, observed, this accounts for only l,’2lII,Iill out of
1,210,614. What happened to the other three?
Well sir, to find the answer, I recently coninleted a tour of
American campuses where I interviewed 41) niillion students
and sold several subscriptions to The Open Road for Boys, and
it pleases me to report that I can now account for those three
elusive undergraduates.
The first was an 1.14U junior named Fred Cumin. He was
extremely popular, always ready with a smile, hind of folk
dancing and pralines, and last semester his Chi Psi brothers
unanimously elected him treasurer of the fraternity. This proved
an error. Gaugin, alas, promptly absconded with the money
and went to Tahiti to paint. The fraternity is bending every
effort to extradite Contain, but Tahiti, alas, is currently otsen,
ing the feast of Dipthong, the Sun -God, it five-year ecremony
during which all the islanders wear masks, so nolagly, alas, can
say for certain which one is Gaugin.

}*4’e87 saykr certvrt vkith olle 6/..ditt
The second missing uhdergraduate is Milian’ Cullen SigafOna,
Oregon State freshman, who went one day last fall to A die
reputable vendor named A. M. Sashweight to buy a pack of
Marlboros. Mr. Sashweight did not have any Nlarlberos because Marlboros are only sold by reputable vendors. However,
hrtold Sigafrxis that he had another brand which was juat u
good, and Sigafoos, being but an innocent freshman, believed
him.
Well sir, you and I know there is no other brand a- Mood II
Marlboros. That fine filter, that flavorful flavor, that elrasure,
that joy, that fulfillment -are Marlboro’s and .Marll.ore’s alone.
All of this was quickly apparent to young Siteifoos and he
he
flew into a terrible rage. "As good as Marlboros indeed!"
shrieked, kicking his rooniniate furiously. "I am vine right
back to that mendacious Mr. Sashweiglit and give him a thrashbat
ing he won’t soon forget!" With that he seized his lacrosse

and rushed out.

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!
regular or new mentholated

Take your (11011 e nsf new, cool mentholated or regular
Smeoth Shave. Both have rich, thiek Old Spire quality.
lather that p.m.! div up before you’ve finished shaving,
pooh ...Niger, sour beard iivdantly -end razor drag mom-

pletely. For the rinses,, cleanest, quickest shaves ...try
Old Spire Smeoth Shave!

100

SMOOTII

Mr. Sashwright heard him mining and started running. No
had
Mr. Sashweight, before he became A disreputable vendor,
taken numerous prizes ass cross-coiintry runner, and he t bought
he would soon outdistance young Signfoos. But lie reckoned
two
without Sigarnos’s stick-to-itiveness. At last report the
of them had passed Cleveland. When they reach the Atlaatic
Seaboard, had Mr. Sri/thy:eight will get his lumps from :44:30)(1’
you may be sure, and I. for one, am glad.
s
The third missing undergraduate, also named
amn101111,
Bennington sophomore mimed Celeste Siff 3-’sts
1
rim:
She never intended to leave College a1 all. She Par merely
Railborne for Christmas on the Natchez, Mobile, and noise
road, and during the night, alas, her upper berth nlan,MKFIF1101
$0511 TO
on her. Bring a Bennington girl, dm naturally did not
nest
make an unseemly outcry, so she just kept, silent. The
Siga"
morning, alas, the railroad went bankrupt, and
trebly is lying forgotten on s siding near Valparaiso, Indiana.
Fortunately she has plenty of :Marlboros with bet’

’,HAVE

by SittayoN

And how aloud the real of you
nn g.. ha"’ Pfr"I’
Afarlberos ? Or if you like mildness Ind you don’t 114
alters, plenty of Philip Morrises? Hoon? Du You?

Spartan Hoopsters in Final WCAC Action
Coed Golf
Meeting Set
For Tonight

Face Front -Running Gaels Tonight,
Clash With Surprising USF Friday
By NICK PETERS
into their last week of
V. V.: play and with no hope
ot a first division berth, Walt
IlePherson’s Spartan eager’. (2.
lit will try to play the role ol
"spoilers" in their last pair of
games against St. Mary’s tonight
and USF Friday, both on the road.
at 8:15 p.m.
In the spotlight for these terminal tilts will be an all -sophomore
Spartan starting five featuring Vic
Corl and Art Dalbey at forwards.
Dennis Marc at center, and Gary
Ryan and Vance Barnes at the
guard spots.
FIVE SOP/I STARTERS
This starting quintet could well
be the same five that may represent SJS for the next two cage
campaigns, and what the sophs
lack in experience they certainly
make up for in determination and
earnest effort.
According to McPherson, "The
UP FOR A REBOUNDDennis Marc, Spartan pivot man (32), and
boys have ho-en Improving with
Art Dalbey, forward (20) go high into the air for the ball in an
age, but their lack of experience,
early season cage encounter with COP’s Tigers. The pair will be
or ’irophomoreitls,’ is largely redoing the same tonight when State meets league -leading St. Mary’s. sponsible for their linconsisten-

ISO

rev,

Mac’sShop

lather
featuring all ,t/le
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won from admin. bldg.

Mitt Men Face Strong
Wisconsin Ring Team

Competition for San Jose’s NC- creasingly stiffer this weekend
AA boxing champions becomes in- when they meet Vern Woodward’s
powerhouse ring team from the
University of Wisconsin Friday.
The Badger mittmen made it
clear that they are a strong contender for the national crown
which the Spartans now hold by
sou nd I y thumping Washington
State last weekend, 7-1.
It was only the Badgers’ secoe,i
outing of the year, bill both wei
lopsided %sins. In its first eneounter the Wisconsin team pasted a
loss on Idaho State, runner-up to SJS. last year for the
NCAA title.

Esterbrook fountain pens
write with the amazing new
miracle discoveryINK!
DON’T BOTHER to have your handwriting analyzed.

probably looks just like your room -mate’s.... No character at all.
ait until you come to your senses and buy the smart looking Esterbrook Classic fountain penwith the point that’s
custom -fitted for you.
The Esterbrook Classic starts writing instantlythe minute it touches the paper. Feels so ’right’ in the hand ... and
looks good, too! Choice of six colors.
Another thingthe Esterbrook Classic always uses ink.
You’ll like ink once you get used to it. It makes clearly discernible marks on the paper.
It
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$2.95
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PONT CMOICE OF 31 -.ONE is CUSTOM FITTED FOR VOLa
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Esterbrook fountain pens
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LOW-COST
STUDENT

Football Meeting
rwich Inih mob coal has called a meeting for prospective 1960 Spartan gridders this
Thursday at 7 p.m. in MG207.
All men students who plan on
playing for this year’s SJS eleven
must it’’,
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with every
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NEW YORK $149
STEAK

Includes:

New York to Europe as low as $876 ... 46 days

Garlic Bread, Chili,
Saiad end Baked Potato

student
Pan Am offers you a fabulous series of sit,
tours to areas throughout the world.
To make your tour even more rewarding, you will fly
aboard Pan Am’a huge new Jet Clippers’ -the’ largest,
fastest airliners in the world. On Pan Am Jets you can fly
to Europe, South America, the Caribbean, Nasaall, Bermuda, Hawaii, the Orient and ’round the world -faster
than ever before. That means you’ll have more time to
spend seeing the places that interest you.
Consider Europe. There are literally dozens of tours to
choose from -featuring a fascinating and adventurous
type of travel suited to your interests. Many offer
academic credit. And there’s always plenty of free time to
roam about on your own. Call your Travel Agent or
Pan American, or send in the coupon below for full
information.
I
e...
rd.. nfl

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

*The OLYMPICS
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SPARTAN BOOK STORE
-Right on Campus"’

Send to: George Gardner, Educational Director
Pan American, Box 1908, N.Y. IT, N.Y.
Mame send me free cony of Advont ores
In Edurstonn." 0 student’s guide to travel
fun and study anrnni

Students Must Show ASB Card
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MAYFAIR
"WRECK OF THE
MARY DEARE"

Bill Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes

STRONG BADGER SOPlis
Wisconsin began the current
can,paign with only four veteran’.
hut has come up with a Strom.
bunch of sophomores to give the
glovers a well-balanced team.
Julie Menendez will prat/ably
counter the Wisconsin attack with
a similar line-up to that used
against Nevada Thursday.
According to Menendez, ’"I he
only bout we’ll be favored in will
be the heavyweight class."
Archie Milton was it bit rusty
END OF THE TRAILSenior
in his win over Nmarla heay.
weight John Genasci last week and forward Rob Chapman rounds
had to chase the hack-pedalingj out his college basketball career this week against St. Mary’s
Nevadan all over the ring.
tonight and USF Friday night.
SJS NOT VAVOREO
Chapman is a three year veterWhile the SJS boxers won I bc
an on the Spartan varsity.
favored, they will not be COI1SalPrPd pushovers for the Badger.
Ron Nichols, Bahman Shogl
Charlie Brown and Bill 11 ’
all looked sharp against
and Menendez said, "th,,
strong possibility that it
wind tip 4-4."
The Spartan mentor indicat..
lhal Slit Bartell might mm c
the 178-pound class from lt,
Maddox may also shift one .
division and fight in the ly
gory instead of at 136

3+Sfars 60

Chew SLATE

lindace and Paul Asiiiniae.
Ross GitaliceN surprising USFj
Chapman has been a starter Dons are largely responsible for
practically all season and only a the tightening of the loop race
TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL
with whopping wins over both Santa Clara and St. Mary’s in the past
Peter Palmer, Le. e Parrish
Free Ducats in TH16 few weeks of league play.
For Don Cage Clash
Sandwiched in between this tri- umphant duo was a dynamic 69-66
students attending the .all
GAT THEATER
JoNe State-USF basketball! game overtime loss to the locals at Sparfor Lovers’
’Holiday
In San Francloreo Friday night tan gym last Tuesday.
Pitted in that one were two
can obtain free tickets for the
cage Hash In the Student Affairs similarly "green" ball clubs which
’A Private Affair’
produced a very close and excii II
office,
Id.
’While there is no admission contest. The Spartan sophs %to,.
charge for students. It Is neces- I more than on their stick that night
sary to premmt student body as they outplayed their big city ilEl Rancho Drive -In
cards at the office. Nu ASIR 1 cabs and came through with a erj
cards will be honored at the ’gratifying win.
BELOVED INFIDEL’
game,
TURNABOUT POSSIBLE
ON PAGE ONE’
Although just roughly ten day.
terrific effort by Dalbey last week- later, Friday night’s game
end against Loyola the snared 13 USF’s Memorial gymnasium cot ,
rebounds in a little over a half of be a complete turnabout.
TOWNE
action) is tentatively keeping the
Off their amazing weekend %, .r
6-3 forward from the first five in over the league-leading Gaels, thc
"THE SCAPEGOAT’
this final pair.
Dons mti,t be considered favorEmbree and Ashmore have been ites and they have the home court
"A CRY FROM
hard-working reserves on this advantage, if there is such a thing
THE STREETS"
year’s five, but could see considSophs Bob Rails. Bob Gallia, erable action in the Gael and Don and Fred Breunner with help ft,
affairs because of their senior junior Charley Range and sen.SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
St atus.
Bob Norton, have been administi: ’HAPPf ANNIVERSARY’
This week will also mark the
That the Spartans will be spoil- ing the majority of damage in tl,,
,,nd of Spartan basketball days for
ers if they come up with a win in past few Don upsets.
three seniors, Bob Chapman, Jim
either of these tilts is an underStu Inman’s (rush play prelit,
’SAMPSON AND DELILAH’
statement.
naries to both contests at Mora.:
St. Mary’s edged the locals the and San Francisco. They are Sfirst time around, 64-58, in the on the season after host Saturday’,
PATRONIZE
Spat-tan gym while playing without
io Cil y College of !
their highly talented Tom Mesch- overtime loss
OUR ADVERTISERS
San Francisc,,
ery.
In that one, 6-9 pivot Al Claiborne enjoyed his most fruitful
evening, outscoring and titre bounding everyone else on the
court .
I Block North of Spartan City
NIESCHERY RETURNS
Conveniently Located
With Meschery’s return. Claiborne has crept hack into the shato Serve Car Owners of San Jose State
dows, but he’s big and tough and
LUBRICATION - MOTOR TUNE-UP
could repeat against his much
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
short er opponent S.
If pressure has an effect on
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
team’s play, the Span rins could
We Give Blue Chip Stamps
well pall an upset over the Galloping Gaels (6-2) as Jim Weaser’s Moragans hold only a slim
huff-Kan.e lead mer repperdine,
Lo out and Santa Clara, all
), u. tires prep for the %’.(’A(’ stretch nm.
Weaver’s I l’011bles began last
Satinslay when USE clobbered the
Gaels, putting them in a very precarious position, as they meet all
three of their fellow contenders be- I
1’.6(c, final buzzer.

Going

Women interested in partlIcipatjag in the Women’s Collegiate Golf
Tournament, to be held at Stanford university in June, are invited
explanatory meeting
to attend an
W022 at 7 p.m. tonight, according to Dr. June McCann, head
Physical Educaof the Women’s
fion department.
The purpose of the meeting is to
explain the organization of the
tounutment and to recruit golfers
to represent SJS in the tourney.
Mrs. Carol Gordon, Stanford golf
adviser in charge of the tourney
sill be at the meeting.
The women’s golf meet is sponsored annually by three national
physical education organizations.
-I am most anxious for SJS to
be well represented, since the tournament is so close to home," said
Dr. McCann. "There is no limit to
the number of students who can
participate. and playing skill is
not too important. There will be
different flights to accommodate
players of various playing ability."
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Book Store Takes Look
Through Looking Glass
More mirrors will soon hang on
the walls of Spartan Bookstorenot to keep the ivy -league haircut
combed or see if the lipstick is on
straight -but to aid SJS Police
school staff in store detection.
Harry J. Wineroth, store maneger, said that more detection mirrors will be placed in the bookstore during the next two weeks.
He said that the Police school
will utilize the mirrors in their
regular store protection procedure.
Student Police Chief William P.
Alexander and his staff have been
checking the store during the past
few weeks to determine the best
location for the mirrors. So far
one mirror has been placed in the
stairway.

Contrary to Popular Opinion
the U.S. Is a Democracy" is title
of a discussion to be held at the
new weekly "campus forum" of
Gavel and Rostrum, today at 1:30
p.m. in
C11158.Speakers
for the talk will be
A. J. Miller and Clark Akatiff.
Akatiff is "social action" chairman of the Spartan Y and "initiator for the SJS Acts fur Peace
movement," according to John
Gustafson, president of Gavel and
Rostrum.
The talk will "go into the history, aims, and activities" of the
Acts for Peace movement, and the
"San Jose Peace Center," Gustafson added.

"Capital Punishment and the
Dignity of Man" will be the topic
of the Rt. Rev. James A. Pike,
bishop of the Episcopal diocese of
California, when he speaks here
March 1.
Bishop Pike recently issued 0
plea for the life of Caryl Chess man in conjunction with his views
on capital punishment. He also
spoke out strongly in favor of
birth control and its moral aspects
during the national controversy
which arose on that issue.

By MAXI \ BARRI-,
’The Russians are re-writing
the Bible -- or at least poohpoohing stories of angels descending to earth and attributing the destruction of Biblical

cities Sodom and Gomorrah,
as recorded in Genesis 19, to
"visitors from another planet."
According to recent Soviet releases, theories have been formulated by Russian scientist M.
Agrest which interpret the Biblical
destruction as one produced by an
A -blast set off by visitors from
"remote corners of the universe."
Sd

"I’M SORRY’’ -Air Force Secretary Dudley Sharp apologizes to
James Wine, associate general secretary of the National Council
of Churches, for the existence of an Air Force pamphlet linking
Communism with U.S. churchmen. San Jose AFROTC officials
say that the pamphlet has not reached this campus. It was dis-

tributed_ only to Air Force reserve officer training commands.

Five Open Scholarships
Include Rotarian Award

Donald R. Ryan, assistant to
the dean of students, announced
today that his office, Adm269, is
now accepting applications for
five recently opened scholarships.
The Rotary Foundation fellow DISCUSSION PLANNED
ship will be awarded to a graduate
Student discussion is planned
student for study in any foreign
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the
country. Applicants must be beCollege Chapel at Fifth and San
tween the ages of 20-29 and al?le
Fernando streets, to open Bishop
to speak, read and write the IanPike’s three SJS appearances.
guage of the country in which they
This will be followed by a faculty I
choose to study.
"A challenging and stimulating
and staff dinner meeting in the
Beside the language asset,
question period will follow," Guscafeteria from 5:30 to? p.m.
rplicants should have a good undertafson added.
The Rev. Mr. Pike will speak
standing of the history, culture,
Acts for Peace is a campus
in an open lecture at 7:30 p.m. in I and economics of the country. This
peace "movement," and has not
auditorium.
Dailey
Morris
fellowship is open to both men and
applied for recognition as a camTen years prior to election to
women and covers all expenses.
pus organization, according to GusMr.
Rev.
the
his present position,
tafson.
Pike was Dean of the Cathedral
SJS AREA SELECTED
Ile distinguished between Acts
of St. John the Divine, New York
Each year the Rotary club
for Peace and "pacifism." saying
He
City. Also during this time,
awards this fellowship to a stuthe former was "concerned with I
practiced and taught law, making dent in a different part of the
the total peace picture," whereas
regular television appearances in U.S. This year our area has been
!
the latter is "only one area."
public debates.
selected.
AUTHORS BOOKS
A $1500 scholarship for young
Bishop Pike has written several women to study law is being ofhooks, among them "Beyond Anx- fered by the Soroptimist FederaA "problem session" with stu- iety" and "If You Marry Outside
tion of the Americans. Applications
dent demonstrations of problems Your Faith." He also co-authored
from the fall 1959 edition of "The "Roadblocks to Faith" and "The for this scholarship are now being
accepted in Adm269.
Pentagon." a student mathematics , Faith of the Church."
Bishop Pike’s visit to SJS is bemagazine, will highlight the reguTo enable students to obtain
lar meeting of the Gamma Pi Ep- ing sponsored by the College Relig- either their masters or doctors deious council.
silon. math fraternity. turla
grees, the Jake Gimbel Scholarship
12:30 in TH111.
loan is also available in Adm269

ap-

’Problem Session’

This loan grants up to $1000 with-
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CLASSIFIEDS

Job Interviews
eeerieme

TODAY
Factory Mutual Engineering division,
Sun
-degree.
NASA, Ames Research center, t,,,ftett
Benson and Neff,
4.

i. aCPA ad t.taff ac.

lothers 1/2 blks. from coliege. 453 S. 5th
. Apt. 4. CV 3-5269.
TOMORROW
line first insertion
2Se
Hewlett Packard co. Pa’o Alto. B.S
Needed-I girl roommate. Contact CV
20e line succeeding insertion
a 2499 or 575 S. 11th, Apt. 2. 5:30-7:00. M.S. ard
andidates in electronic-.
2 line minimum
IBM, master’s degree in Business cf
2 girls to share $35 mo. apt. I blk. from
433 S. 7th, No. 4. CV 3-3869. vision or Social Science division. 8.5. in
Call at Student Affairs Office
business with -8" average: applied s6
Room 16, Tower Hall
I to share. $30 per month, utilities paid.
No Phone Orders
ence-master’s or Ph.D. in one of the
AN 9.3738.
Physical Sciences division and marketing.
2 men to share large house 11/2 bUs, from
The Proctor & Gamble co., Sacramen4’,4 So. 5th. CV 3.4414,
HELP WANTED-Female
to. All en)irn..rici clnornr, nrrt rlserv:it.
share
large
attractive
Wanted:
2
Tell
to
fry.
We will train sharp reliable young womapt. with 4 other men. Only $25 each.
en for part-time phone work in our aci AX 6-3490.
vertising dept. Off I blk. from campus.
Hrs. arranged. See Miss Monahan be- Wanted, one man to share Irg attrac
tween 9 and I, 5 and 7 or Sat. Morn. tine apt. with 3 other men. $32.50 ea.
123 S. 3rd. No. 220: or call CV 5-0298. AX 6-3490.

Classified Rates:

To Place an Ad:

Women’s 1301411ifTg
Begins Tomorrow

Apartments for Rent
Miscellaneous few Sale
2-bckm. apt. for 4 students. $120 per
St.
util. Inc. 492 S. 10th
6-8 Skis and Bindings $15. See at 198
S. 16th.
Large attractive apt. near college for 4
7-ft, Stein Erikson Sib $45. 7 -ft. Super
boys. Only $32.50 each. AX 6.3490.
Hickories $15. CV 2-2973.
Lge. bdrrn. opt. for rent: 4 students, $30
each. 588 5, 10th St. CV 2.5118.
Boys bicycle, bal. tires, $15. Oak desk.
$25. CH 3-5765.
2 beim, fare. apt. 529 S. 7th St. CV
4 4113.
Wing/ Phone Vern Clinton for AAA
membership. CH 3-8896.
Apt, for rent-2 bdrm., 555 S. 8th St.
CV 8-2375.
Special Neflam
Mod. 3.rm, fare, apt. $80. Couple pref.
DON’T
GO
TO EUROPE! Like a flock
Marlowe apts. 33 South 6,11, AX 6-9380.
of sheep. on a groupy, expensive tour,
We have I nice 34m. apt. for a married visiting 24 countries in 11 days. Do go
to Europe the NSA (a non-profit stucpl. or 2 quiet girls. 453 So. 5th.
dent service organization) way... a low.
Share Lintels
cost, meaningful, student to student program, combining the best elements of
One or two man students to share lg.
tour travel with independent travel. A
mod. apt. Call CV 4-7063.
75 -day program visiting 6 countries costs
Male student to sitars apt. with 2 others. only $89$ and that includes transporta$35 with htd. pool. 5 mins, from school. tion and all expenses abroad. For information write: US National Stiirle.nt As.
Apt. IS. 1735 McKee Rd.
son:eine 2161 Shattuck, Dept. A, Brir
I male student to share lge. apt. with 2 keley 4, California.

Bowling sponsored by the Women’s Athletic assn. will begin tomorrow at the Fourth Street bowl,
the WAA announced.
All women who are interested
In participating in bowling weekly
may sign up on the
WAA bulletin board in the worn
en’s gym.

at 4 p.m..

Spartaguide
TODAY
Collegiate Christian fellowship, meeting cafeteria, 9 p.m.
Goya! and Rodrom, r,,e,cno CHM
1:30 p.m.. speakers, Clark Akatiff and
A. J. Miller of San Jose Peace center
"Contrary to Popular Op:nion, the U.;
is a Democtacx.’
Mathematics club, p.obem
TI-1111, 12.30
rn

p

I
AGO

HUGE STONE PLATFORM
As evidence of the spacemen’s
visit Agrest cites the mysterious
platform of huge stone slabs in the
Lebapese mountains of Syria,
which he explains may have been
built by theyisitors as a launching
platform or just as a reminder
that they had been there. The
platform’s existence has never
been satisfactorily explained by
scientists.
Another point he brought out
was that the Dead Sea Scrolls,
found near the Lebanese mountains, state (in modern language)
that the people of Sodom and Gomorrah were advised to leave the
area of the future explosion, not
to linger in the open, and not to
watch the blast.

are being given to junior and senior students by the California
Daughters of the American Revolution. Recipients may get $200
per semester.
Besides these scholarships, many
others are available to students
through the Dean of Students ofThe accepted explanation of the
fice. "Very few applications have
been received," according to Mr. two cities’ destruction is that a
major earthquake along with volRyan.
Urging more students to apply canic action had destroyed the

campus pastor,

only laughed
area leaving much of it under
he heard of the new Russian
whaf Is ’now the Dead Sea.
claim,
calling it a new SON, let
attempt at
TEKTITES IN DESERT
firsts in theories and is
.,-ritions.
Agrest also pointed to the exSTORY PROVE’.;
istence of tektites, small glassy
Then he related l!
bodies that have been discovered
in various parts of the earth, es- prove his point:
pecially in the Libyan desert of
"Ah, yes," the Russian
Northeastern Africa. He said that began to his interviewer, s6entist
"we into
found
been
have
tektites
these
vented television, corned beef
hash,
contain radioactive isotypes df free love, nickel vodka
and Just
aluminum and beryllium, which about anything else y,s;
would
prove that they are at least a mil- ask about. You will find
we kus.
lion years old.
sians quite advanced and ’,effect
He neglected to add that the people."
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah
Then, glancing over his
shoulder
have been dated by archeologists and lowering his oiee
iiignifiesnt
at 1900 B.C.-roughly 4000 years ly, he confided, "But we
do have
ago-so that the tektites precede one fault that keeps us
ri.,,m per.
them by a mere 900,000 years.
fection.
THEORY NONSENSE
This fact was pointed out by Dr.
Robert C. Gordon, SJS professor
of Biblical literature, when he was
asked to comment on the theory.
He called the theory "nonsense"
besides being a "very peculiar
idea."
The Rev. John Arthur, Lutheran

No Chances Taken
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI) -Richard Wolf, 23, of Orchard Pirrk,
saw a car he liked in ’an automobile showroom and took it out fur
a test drive that ended with his
arrest 10 days later.
Wolf was convicted of first degree larceny despite his claim that
he just wanted to make sure the
car was safe to drive before buying it.

"We tell lies:"

See Russia
in 1960

Economy Student/Teacher summer
tours, American conducted, frora$4%.
Rondo by Motorroach. 17 -days
from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit
rural
towns plus major cities.
Diamond Grand Tour. &tette,
Poland, Czechoslovakia. Scandismoi,
Western Europe highlights.
Collegiate Circle. Black Sua
Cruise, Russia, Poland, Ccerhosluyak ia, Scandinavia, Benelux, W. Europe.
III Eastern Europe Adventure. First
time available. Bulgaria, Roumania,
Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Western Europe scenic route.
your Travel Agent or write
See

Maupintour
400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

"Many students are eligible for
them, but don’t seem to realize it."

Better GO Horses
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for scholarships, Mr. Ryan said,

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Supplies of domestic horse meat, used
mostly by dog food manufacturers.
is growing scarcer as the number
of horses in this country declines.
Last year slaughterhouses processed 73,232 head, down from 10/406
in 1958.
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FEW STUDENTS APPLY
Loans and scholarship grant’,

ART CLEANERS

SPECIALTY

out interest and is repayable 31,

-

Russians Rewrite Bible;
Angels Wore Space Helmets

After the mirrors are In phsee,
the police staff will ehange their
location if necessary until they
are In the hest location fur dettslion of any shoplifters.
Mr. Wineroth said that the Police school staff have been using
the bookstore as a lab in store protection for the past three semesters.
During this time, he said shoplifting has decreased considerably.
Plain clothed police majors are in
the store almost every day during
the semester.

B us op Pike
To Speak Here
Club To Hold
Discussion On Punishment

Tuesday,

1-SPARTAN DAILY

Apology for Red-Church Tie

"I his is the 13-5.2....\th.ii,rd its it
may be, this airplane has one thing

ned
ham

in common with the first war galleys of ancient Egypt ...and
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must chart its
course. Someone must navigate it.
For certain young men this presents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here, perhaps you
will have the chance to master a

ft 01

Iii
.1 it
lure

Dl
is

profession full of meaning, excitement and rewards, .,as a Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.
To qualify for Navigator train-

W(
Unc

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19
and 26Y2-single, healthy and intelligent. A high school diploma is
required, but some college is highly

desirable. Successful completion of
the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant...and your Navigator wings.
If you think you have what it
takes to measure up to the Aviation Cadet Program for Navigator training, see your local Air
Farce Recruiter. Or clip and mail
this coupon.
There’s a place for tomorrow’s
leaders on the
Aerospace Yearn.

Air Force
MAU. THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SCI.02
SOX 711011, WASHINGTON 4, D.C.
I arn between 19 and 261/2, a ca,,,n
of the U S and a htgh school graduate
With
years of college Please
send me detalled informahon on Use
Autatton Cadet program,

Dr, Rob

ew Archi
nning pi

dY in t
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I Sing Of Arms And
Like FILTER -BLEND Man,

’ h;
I

For if you dig a modern filter cigarette
It figures that it’s what’s up front that is the most
Like pure Flavorsville, orbit stuff, and all that jazz;
And only Winston swings with I FILTER-BLEND1 up front,
A real gone combo of golden, rich tobaccos
Selected and processed like for filter smoking;
That’s why, dear cats or even squares, it’s understood

Jr. Gord

ttpi!

Three
rYou.
Tryouts
,red

Hat
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In SD
rday.
Tryouts
Sp114,
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Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!
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